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Abstract 
It is proved that, in a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph, the subgraph induced by the edges 
both ends of which have degree at least n + 2 is a forest. As a consequence, every minimal 
n-extendable bipartite graph has at least 2n + 2 vertices of degree n + 1. This result is sharp. 
Some other structural results on minimally n-extendable bipartite graphs are also given. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction and terminology 
All graphs considered are finite, undirected and simple. 
Let n be a positive integer and G be a graph with o >2n + 2. G is said to be 
n-extendable if G has n independent edges and any n independent edges of G are 
contained in a perfect matching of G. G is said to be minimally n-extendable if G is 
n-extendable and, for each e E E(G), G - e is not n-extendable. 
Let G be a graph and u E V(G). Let S c V(G) and H be a subgraph of G. Then 
we use the notation Ns(v)=N(v) n S, NH(u)=N(u) n V(H), ds(u) = [Ns(v)~ and 
dH(u) = INH(u Let X, Y C_ V(G) such that X n Y = 0. We denote by [X, Y] the set of 
edges from X to Y. Let x be a real number. We denote by [xl the least integer m 
such that m 3x and by 1x1 the largest integer m such that m dx. 
In the following, we shall extend the terminology in [7]. Let G be a minimal 
n-extendable bipartite graph. The edges in G both ends of which have degree at least 
n + 2 are called the (n + 2)-edges. The edges in G both ends of which have degree 
n + 1 are called the (n + 1)-edges. The number of the (n + 2)-edges of G is denoted 
by E,+Z and the number of the (n + 1 )-edges of G is denoted by E,+I . We denote by 
v,,+l the number of the (n + 1 )-degree vertices of G and by v,+z the number of the 
vertices of degree at least n + 2 in G. 
For the terminology and notation not defined in this paper, the reader is referred 
to [3]. 
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The concept of n-extendable graphs was introduced by Plummer [S]. Since 
then, many new results on this topic have been established (for example, see 
[L&4-6,8,91X 
In [ 1,2], Anunchuen and Caccetta first studied minimal n-extendable graphs. In [2] 
they proved that, for a minimal n-extendable graph G, either n + 1<6(G) < v/2 or 
2n + 1 d 6(G) < v - 1. They also gave an upper bound for the minimum degree of a 
minimal n-extendable bipartite graph in [2]. In Section 3 of this paper, we show that the 
minimum degree of a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph is exactly n+ 1. Furthermore, 
every minimal n-extendable bipartite graph has at least 2n + 2 vertices of degree n + 1. 
This lower bound on the number of (n+ 1 )-degree vertices is sharp. Later, we show that 
when v is sufficiently large, there are even more (n + 1 )-degree vertices in a minimal n- 
extendable bipartite graph. In [7, p. 1301, a lower bound for ~2 and an upper bound for 
~3 are given for minimal I-extendable bipartite graphs. In Section 3, we give precise 
formulae for s,+r and E,+Z for minimal n-extendable bipartite graphs. Some further 
structural results on minimal n-extendable bipartite graphs are also given in Section 3. 
2. Preliminary results 
In this section, we give some known results which will be used in the proof of our 
main theorems. 
Lemma 1 (Plummer [8]). If G is n-extendable, then the connectivity n(G) >n + 1. 
Lemma 2 (Plummer [9]). Let G be a connected bipartite graph with bipartition 
(U, W). Suppose n is a positive integer such that nd(v - 2)/2. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) G is n-extendable; 
(ii) ]UI = 1 WI andf or each non-empty subset X of U such that 1x1~ 1 UI -n, IN(X)( B 
IFI + n; 
(iii) For all u,,u2,,,.,u,E U and wl,wz,...,w,E W,G’=G-ui -uz--.~-u~-w~ - 
w2 - . ’ ’ - w, has a perfect matching. 
Lemma 3. If G is an n-extendable bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W), then for 
each subsetX of U such that IUI -n<lXI~JUI,IN(X)I=IWI. 
Proof. Suppose G is n-extendable and bipartite, X & U and ) UI - n < [XI < I UI. Sup- 
pose N(X) # W. Let w E W\N(X). Then N(w) C U\X. So IN(w)1 < IUI - 1x1 tn. 
However, d(w) 2 n(G) >n + 1 by Lemma 1. This is a contradiction. 0 
3. The main results 
In this section, we study the structure of a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph, in 
particular, the minimum degree of such a graph. 
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Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W) and 
e E E(G). By Lemma 2, we define a key set S for e to be a set S such that S C_ U (or 
SC W), l<(SlflU( - n and IN(S)1 = (SI + n but INo_, = ISI + n - 1. Since G is 
minimally n-extendable, for each e = xy E E(G) (x E U and y E W), there is a key set 
S C U for e such that x E S and y is adjacent to only x in S. We define a minimum 
key set S for e to be a key set for e with minimum order. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W) 
and let e =xy be an edge of G such that d(x) > n + 2 and d(y) 3 n + 2. Let U1 be 
a minimum key set for e such that UI 5 U and x E U,. If f =xz is another edge 
such that d(z) 3n + 2 and z # y, then f has a minimum key set T 2 W such that 
ITI<IUll. 
Proof. Let U2 = U\Ul, WI = N(U1) and Wz = W\ WI. Since Ul is a key set for e, y 
is adjacent to only x in U1 and (N(y)\{x})n Ul =0. So IU1( dlUl - (n + 1) as 
d(y)>n+2. 
Now consider f. As G is minimally n-extendable, by Lemma 2, there is a key set 
U3CU for f such that IN(U3)l=IU3l+n,IN~_~(U3)l=IU3I+n-l andxEU3. We 
choose Us to be a smallest key set for f in U. 
Let U13=U1nU3, U{3=U~\U3, U23=U2nU3, Ui3=U2\U3, W,3=N(U13) and 
W23 = W2 n N(U23 ). 
We may assume that ) Us ( 2 ) U1 I. Later we shall discuss the case that I Us I < I U1 I. Now 
we have U23 # 0. Otherwise Us c UI, contradicting the above assumption. Note that 
Us # U,. Suppose Us = Ul. Since y and z are adjacent to only x in Us,N(Us\{x}) C 
N(U~)\{YJ)=N(UI)\{YJ). IWU3\bI)I GIN&I - 2= l&l +n - 2= lU3\{x)l+ 
n- 1. This contradicts Lemma 2 as d(x)>n+2 and O<lU3\{x}l<lUl -n. 
Note that z is adjacent to only x in U3. If (Wi3\= IUl3I + n, then Ui3 is a smaller 
key set for f than U3 in U, contradicting the choice of Us. So 
lW~3l>lU~3l+n+ 1. 
But IN(Us)I = IUs1 + n. We have 
(1) 
IU231 2 IW231 + 1. (2) 
Othenvise we have Iu23l<Iw23l. Then ~N(U3)I>IWl3~+(W23I>~U~3)+n+l+(U23I= 
I U3 I + n + 1, contradicting the fact that Us is a key set. 
Suppose W2\N( U23) # 0. Let S = U1 U U 23. Then N(S) = WI U W23. But IN(S)1 = 
(W,I+IW23l~(Ul(+n+lU23l-l=ISl+n-l. Also W\N(S)#0 as W2\N(U23)#0. 
This contradicts Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Hence Wl\N( U23) = 8. By (2), ( U23 I > I W2 I + 1. As d(z) > n + 2, z is adjacent to at 
least n+l vertices in U\Us. So IU3l<lUl-(n+l) and IN(U3)(=IU3I+n<IU1-((n+ 
l)+n=jUJ-l=IWI-l.Hence IWI\N(U~)(=(W\N(U~)I>~. IW\N(U3)(=lWl- 
IN(U lUl--(\U3I+n)= IU(-IU3I-n= lU\U3l-n. Thus lU\Usl= IW\N(Us)l+ n. 
But N(W\N(U3))cU\U3 and IW\N(Us)I=IU\UsI - ndlUl - n=JWI - n. So 
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N( W\N(Us)) = U\Us by Lemma 2. Since z is adjacent to only x in Us and x is 
adjacent to only z in (W\N(Us)) U {_z},( W\N(U3)) U {z} is a key set for zx in W, 
and 
I(W\WJ3))U {z)I = IW\WU3)l+ 1 
= Iw,\N(U3)1+ 1 
d IWll - 1w131+ 1 
<JU,J+n-(IU,3l+n+l)+l by(l) 
= I&I - IUl3I 
< lU,J as XE U,3. 
Then a minimum key set T for f is in W and I TI d I( W\N( U3)) U {z} 1 since 
I(~\N(U~))U~Z~I<I~II~I~~~~ 
Suppose 1 Us 1 -=z IU, I. We swap U3 and U,, xz and xy in the above proof, and conclude 
that there is a key set R for xy in W such that IR( < (U3 ( < JU, 1, contradicting the 
assumption that U, is a minimum key set for xy. 0 
Theorem 5. In a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph, the subgraph induced by the 
edges both ends of which have degree at least n + 2 is a forest. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W). Sup- 
pose the subgraph induced by the edges both ends of which have degree at least n + 2 
has a cycle UIWIU~W~~~ ‘ukwkul, where ui~U and WHEW (i=1,2 ,..., k). 
Without loss of generality, assume that ulwl has a minimum key set Wi in W. 
By Theorem 4, wiu:! has a minimum key set Ul in U such that 1 U, ( < ) W, 1. By 
Theorem 4 again, uzw2 has a minimum key set W2 in W such that 1 W, ) < I U, I. Re- 
peat this argument. We have key sets Wi in W for uiwi and key sets Vi in U for 
wiui+i (i = 1,2,. . . , k) such that IWil>lUil>lW~J>lU21> ... >jWkl>lUkl, where Uk 
is a key set for Wkul . By Theorem 4 once again, UI wi has a key set Wk+i in W such that 
Iwk+ll<lukl<lwll, contradicting the fact that W, is a minimum key set for ui WI. 0 
Theorem 6. Every minimal n-extendable bipartite graph G with bipartition (U, W) 
has a vertex of degree n + 1. Furthermore, either U or W contains at least n + 1 
vertices of degree n + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, 6(G) 2 K(G) 3 n + 1. By Theorem 5, the subgraph H induced by 
the edges both ends of which have degree at least n + 2 is a forest. 
Consider a leaf v of H. Since d(v) > n + 2, besides the vertex u adjacent to v in H, 
the other vertices in N(v) are all of degree n + 1, and IN(v)\(~)1 >n + 1. If G has no 
vertices of degree at least n + 2, then all vertices of G have degree n + 1. Choose any 
vertex v in G. Then v is adjacent to n + 1 vertices of degree n + 1. 
If v E U, then W contains at least n + 1 vertices of degree n + 1. Otherwise U 
contains at least n + 1 vertices of degree n + 1. 0 
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Theorem I. Every minimal n-extendable bipartite graph G with bipartition (U, W) 
has at least 2n + 2 vertices of degree n + 1. Furthermore, both U and W contain at 
least n + 1 vertices of degree n + 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, let H be the forest induced by the vertices of degree at least 
n + 2. If H has two leaves u and v in U and W, respectively, then both U and W 
contain at least n + 1 vertices of degree n + 1. The theorem is then proved. Note that if 
G has no vertex of degree at least n + 2, we have the same conclusion. Thus, without 
loss of generality, assume that all leaves of H lie in W, and U has at least n + 1 
vertices of degree n + 1. 
Let V(H) n U = S and V(H) n W = T. Then (U\S) U (W\T) is the set of the ver- 
tices of degree n+ 1 in G. We have /U\S\>n+ 1. 
Suppose ) W\TI <n. Assume that H has m > 1 components. Then 
I[& W\TlI <nlSI <nlSI + m. (3) 
Let T, = {v / v E T and dH(v) # 1). By (3), we have 
-(n + l)(Sl - (n + l)lSl + (n + 1)m + (n + 2>[lSl + ITI 1 - m] - (n + 2)(Ti 1 
< - l[s, @‘\Tll. (4) 
However H is a forest. Deleting the vertices of degree 1 from H, we have another 
forest H’ with V(H’) = S U TI and we have 
ISI + ITI/ - m = C &(r). (5) 
VETI 
So by (4) and (5), 
+ (n + 2) C 4dv) - (n + 2)IG I. 
UETI 
(6) 
Here IUI = IW(. By (6), we have 
(n + l)IW\TI - IL% W\TlI 
>(n + l)IU\S( -(n + 1) ISI + ITI - m - C d&v) 
VET1 I 
- (~+~)ITII - C Mu) 1 . (7) VET, 
We now notice that (n + l)(W\TI - I[S, W\T]I is the number of edges from W\T 
to U\S and JS( + ITI - m - CVET, d&v) is the number of the l-degree vertices of 
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H. These vertices send at least (n + l)[lS( + ITI - m - CVET, d&u)] edges to U\S 
since they have degree at least n + 2 in G. And the vertices of TI send at least 
(n + 2)lT1l - &r, dH(u) edges to U\S as the vertices in T, have degree at least 
n + 2 in G. Hence U\S can accept at most (n + l)jU\S( - (n + I)[jSl + JTI - 
m - I&T, Mu)1 - 0 + 2)lCl - ,&T, d*(u)] edges from W\T. But (7) gives a 
contradiction. 
Hence IW\Tl>n + 1 and lU\Sl + (W\TI>2n + 2. The proof of Theorem 7 is 
complete. 0 
Remark 1. The lower bound on the number of (n + 1 )-degree vertices in Theorem 7 is 
sharp. The graph K,+i,,,+i is a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph with only 2n + 2 
vertices of degree n + 1. 
Theorem 5 shows that, in a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph, the subgraph in- 
duced by the vertices of degree at least n + 2 is a forest. In the following, we shall 
assume G is a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W) and H is 
the subgraph induced by the vertices of degree at least n + 2. Let S = V(H) n U and 
T = V(H) n W and let w be the number of the components of H. Then (U\S) U ( W\T) 
is the set of all (n + 1 )-degree vertices in G. 
First we give precise formulae for a,,+2 and &,,+I, respectively. 
Corollary 8. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. Then 
En+2 = on+2 - W. 
Proof. Since H is a forest, the result follows. 0 
Theorem 9. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. Then 
Proof. Let U, W,S, T and w be defined as above. Then 
I[U\X W\TlI 
= (n + l)lU\Sl - iYT4~) + WI + ITI - w) 
=(n+ l)(U\Sl - Cd(v)+(n+ l)(W\TJ +(n+ l)lW\Tl 
( UET > 
+ WI + ITI - w) 
=(n + l)lU\Sl + (n + 1)l W\TI - E + (ISI + ITI - w) 
=(n + l)lUl + (n + l)j WI - (n + l)lS( - (n + 1)JTI - E + ((S( + ITI - w) 
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=(n + l)((U( + IWl) - n(pI + ITI> - E -w 
=(n+l)u-nu,+z-E-W. 
179 
so &n+,=(n+l)u-nu,+*-&-w. ??
Corollary 10. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. Then 
.s<(n + 1)u - flu,+2 - 1. 
Proof. This corollary is an immediate corollary of Theorem 9 by noticing that &,+I >O 
and w>,l. 0 
Corollary 11. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. If u,,+2 > u/2, then 
8 < [(n + 2)u - 2]/2. 
Proof. Corollary 11 follows from Corollary 10. 0 
In the following, we shall give an upper bound for un+2 and then give a lower bound 
for u,+i which shows that when u is sufficiently large, there are even more than 2n+2 
vertices of degree n + 1 in a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. 
Theorem 12. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. Then 
un+2 < L((n + 1)~ - 2)/(2n + l)]. 
Proof. Let U, W,S, T and w be defined as before. Then 
(n + l)IW\TI = b14~I - (ITI + ISI -w) + W\X W\Tll 
2 (n + 2)lSl - JTI - JSJ + w + I[U\S, W\TlI 
3 (n + l)lSl - (T( + 1. 
so 
(W\Tl> ISI - lT(/(n + 1) + l/(n + 1). (8) 
Similarly, we have 
(n + l)lu\Sl = o~T44 - (ITI + ISI - w) + IW\& W\TlI 
3 (n + 2)lTl - ITI - ISI + w + I[U\X W\TlI 
> (n + l)lTl - ISI + 1. 
so 
IU\Sl2lTI - ISl/(n+ I)+ ll(n+ 1). (9) 
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BY (0 
ITI+Iw\T(~.lsl+ITI-ITl/(n+1>+l/(n+l). 
BY (9), 
ISI + lU\Sl2 (SI + ITI - ISl/(n + 1) + l/(n + 1). 
Adding (10) to (ll), we have 
082(IS( + Ir() - (ISI + [Tl)/(n + 1) +2/(n + 1). 
By (12), we have 
ISI + JTJ <((n t- 1)o - 2)/(2n + 1). 
But u,+~ = ISI + ITI and u,+z is an integer, by (13), 
4+2 d [(<n + 110 - 2)/(2n + l>J. 0 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Corollary 13. Let G be a minimal n-extendable bipartite graph. Then 
u,+12 [(nu + 2)/(2n + 1 )I. 
Proof. Let U, W,S, T and w be defined as before. By (13) of the proof of Theorem 12, 
u,,+~ = u - JSI -- ITI 
3 u-((n-t l)u-2)/(2n+ 1) 
= (nu + 2)/(2n + 1). 
But U,+I is an integer. So 
U,+I > [(nu + 2)/(2n + l>l. Cl 
Remark 2. We do not know whether the bounds in Theorem 12 and Corollary 13 are 
sharp or not. 
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